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Abstract
In recent years, car options like air-conditioning,
automatic gears, car stereo, power windows, sunroof
etc. were getting more and more important for car
manufacturers. Especially at those car manufacturers
which offer cars individually according to customer
requirements, the options affect 30%- 40%of the
parts by now. Therefore, very detailed planning and
forecasting of options becomes more and more
important. Because customer behavior concerning the
options varies from model to model and from country
to country, it seems necessary and reasonable to
forecast each option for each modeland each country
separately. The resulting huge number of data sets
requires an automatic forecasting tool that adapts
itself to the actual data sets and that requires almost
no user interaction.
Because depending on the
characteristics of a time series the quality of the
forecasting results varies a lot, and because "N heads
are better than one," the basic idea is mselect in a first
step the most appropriate forecasting procedures. This
selection is done by a decision tree whichis generated
by using a symbolic machine learning algorithm.
Those selected forecasting methodsproduce different
results that are in a second step combinedto get a
common
forecast. In this approach there are integrated
univariate time series used in the first step for running
the prediction as well as symbolic machine learning
algorithms for generating the decision trees as well as
multivariate statistical methodsand neural networks
used in the combinationstep.
Introduction
Relevance of Options and Extras
In recent years, options of a car like air-conditioning,
automatic gears, car stereo, powerwindows, sunroof etc.
have become more and more important
for car
manufacturers (Dichtl et al., 1983). Onthe one hand, big
business around the options and extras arises, but on the
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other hand, the huge numberof extras ofl~red optionally
causes high costs as well. Mostly, these enormouscosts
result of a diversity of different parts and production
processes that are influenced by the different options
(Br[indli et al., 1994; Br’~indli and Dumschat,1995).
particular, at car manufacturersthat offer cars individually
according to customer requirements, the options affect
30%- 40%of the parts by now. Therefore, very detailed
planning and forecasting of options becomes more and
more important.
Situation at Mercedes-Benz
In the case investigated in this paper, the car manufacturer
Mercedes-Benzoffers about 400 different options for more
than 100 different modelsstructured into 4 different classes
(C-, E-, S-, and SL-class) sold in morethan 250 countries.
In average, each customerorders about 10 - 20 options per
car. Based on almost 600,000 produced cars per year, in
average, only 1.4 cars are identical (Hirzel, 1995). That
meansthere exist only a few identical cars, and in most
cases these cars belong to bulk buyers like rental car
companies.
Recently, even an increase in variety of models and
options is expected, since newclasses never offered before
by Mercedes-Benz will be presented (Stegemanm1995).
Moreover, already existing classes will be extended by
additional models, and completely new options like
automatic windshield wipers or different kinds of
navigation systemswill be sold.
Analysis

of Customer Behavior:
vs. Single Data

Cumulated

Ad Hoc Analysis
Since someoptions are not available for each class and
because identical options differ quite often from class to
class (e.g. air conditioning of C-class is different to air
conditioning of E-class), it is necessary to differentiate
extras per each single class. With regard to monthly
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automatic gears (AG), power windows(PW), heated seats
(HS), sunroof (SR), and traction system(TS) this analysis
for MercedesC-class (Germany), and for the modelC 220
(world wide), respectively, is presentedin figure
As it is shownin the left part of figure 2, for example,if
more models C 280 and less models C 180 are produced in
comparisonto the previous month, the cumulative absolute
number of air conditioning will increase, whereas the
installation rate of air conditioning for each modelwill not
fluctuate unsystematicallya lot. Similarly, if in the current
month more cars of the type C 220 are produced for
Switzerland (CH) and less for Sweden(S) in comparison
the previous month, the cumulative absolute number of
traction systems will increase and the cumulative
installation rate of heated seats will decrease, whereasthe
single installation rate per modeland country for these
options will not vary randomly a lot (see right part of
figure 2).
Based on this analysis, we detected that customer
behavior concerning options varies a lot from model to
modeland from country to country (Oh[, 1995). Therefore,
it seemsreasonable to forecast and plan each single option
as an installation rate for each model and each country
wherethe option is available separately.
The less systematic kind of time series mentionedin the
previous subsection of ad hoc analysis and presented in
figure 1 is mainly due to the monthly shifting cars from
one country to another country or from one model to
another model as described before. Whereas the total
numberof cars producedper monthis more or less stable,
the number of one single model produced for one single
country mayvary muchmore (Hirzel and Ohl, 1995).

option X

numberof option X

all modelsof C-class
all countries
Fig. l: Timeseries of single options.
cumulated data for about two years (e.g. all automatic
gears sold per monthin the C-class), cumulatedtime series
of single options that represent absolute selling figures do
not contain any systematic pattern as shownin figure 1.
Therefore, it seems to be very difficult to forecast such
kinds of time series as monthlydata to a prediction horizon
of 12 or even more months.
Utilizing Descriptive Statistics
However,looking at the data in a more detailedway using
descriptive statistics
some systematic pattern may be
discovered. By analyzing the distribution of single options
over different models and different coun~es where these
options are sold, a lot of differences concerning the
installation rate of an option to the total numberof cars
sold occur. For the options air conditioning (AC),
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Fig. 2: Installation rates of different options at different models(MercedesC-Class, Germany)and different
countries (MercedesC 220, world wide).
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But this variation from one month to another month
concerning one country or one model is in most cases
planned and therefore well known, because there are
seasonal effects, for instance, varying from one market to
another market or from one model to another model.
During summer time for instance,
the number of
convertibles sold is muchlarger than during winter time,
and in markets like North America the selling figures
increase when the first cars of a new model year are
presentedand sold in fall.
In contrast to the cumulativetime series regarded in the
previous subsection, analyzing single time series that
represent not the absolute numberbut the installation rote
of an option per model and country shows much more
regular and systematicbehavioras illustrated in figure 3.
Obviously,forecasting the single options as installation
rates per model and country and multiplying these
installation rates with the moreor less well knownplanned
absolute numbersof cars to be sold per modeland country
will yield better results than forecasting the absolute selling
figures of options. This idea is illustrated in figure 3 where
the time series of figure ! is shown as the result of
forecasting the single installation rates per model and
country multiplied by the planned absolute numberof cars
as described before.

A Multistrategy

Forecasting Approach

The resulting huge number of data sets requires an
automaticforecasting and planningtool that adapts itself to
the current data sets and that requires almost no user
interaction.
Another need concerning such a tool is
performance, i.e. algorithms should not be too complexto
¯

avoid long computationtimes tbr doing the forecasts. The
reason is that the forecasted selling figures of options are
needed in a fixed companywide planning time table for
further steps of the total planningprocess such as planning
capacities of the different plants or planningthe disposition
of materials and parts for the next months (Ohl, 1996).
This is due to the fact that the time neededfor replacement
of someparts and materials is longer than delivery time
customers would accept. Therefore, frequently in the
automotiveindustry it is necessary to do the disposition of
parts and materials that will be delivered by internal and
external suppliers before customersplace their real orders.
Selection of Existing Methods

Classical Statistical
Approaches. In general, four
different ways of quantitative forecasting are yet well
established (Makridakiset al., 1984):
¯ Purely judgmentalor intuitive approaches.
¯ Causal or explanatory methods such as regression or
econometricmodels(multivariate approaches).
¯ Timeseries methods(extrapolative univariate).
¯ Combinationsof above mentionedtechniques.
Purely judgmental or intuitive
approaches are not
appropriate because the user has to forecast each time
series manually. The multivariate approach does not work
at the application presentedin this paperas well, since it is
almost impossible to identify impact factors for different
options for different countries. For example,what are the
impact factors influencing the sunroof of the modelC 220
in Italy? Therefore, only extrapolative univariate time
series approaches are taken into consideration in the
following.
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Reviewingextrapolative univariate time series analysis
results in quite a lot of different methods. The most
important and most popular are listed below (Jarrett,
1991):
¯ Naive forecast
¯ Moving averages
¯ Exponential smoothing
¯ Time series decomposition
¯ Adaptive filtering
¯ The Box-Jenkins methodology (ARIMAmodeling)
Fromthe scientific point of view, the most interesting
approach of these methods listed above is the ARIMA
modeling (Box and Jenkins, 1976). However,there are two
very crucial disadvantages: The most important point in
ARIMA
modeling is model identification.
As shown in
different forecasting competitions (Makridakiset al., 1984;
Makridakis and Hibon, 1979; Schwarze and Weckerle,
1982) even experts differ in choosingthe most appropriate
ARIMAmodel. And beyond, there exist forecasting
methods producing in average better forecasts than
ARIMA
modeling does. Besides, as described before, an
automatic forecasting systemis needed, such that it is not
possible to identify manually the appropriate model for
each time series. Therefore, ARIMA
modeling seems not
to be reasonablefor the prediction of all time series in our
application.
But nevertheless, there exist definitely special types of
time series,
where ARIMAmodeling will be the
appropriate forecasting method,i.e. time series with a high
autocorrelation. Besides, there exist approaches for
identifying automatically the most appropriate model such
as Akaike’s information criterion (Akaike, 1976; Akaike,
1979). Therefore, the Box-Jenkinsmethodologywill not be
the appropriate approach for all time series, but possibly
for a selected numberof time series.
In the case of adaptive filtering (Kalman, 1960; Kalman
and Bucy, 1961), the situation is very similar. It seemsnot
reasonable to use this approachfor all time series, but in
manycases adaptive filtering will produce good prediction
results without any user interaction. Therefore, adaptive
filtering will not be used as forecasting technique for all
time series, but definitely for the prediction of special types
of time series. This result correspondingto the situation of
ARIMA
modeling is not surprising at all, because the
adaptive filtering technique is very similar to ARIMA
modeling.
On the one hand, forecasting time series using naive
forecasts or movingaverages does in a lot of cases not
produce good results in comparison to other forecasting
approaches. But on the other hand, there exist a lot of time
series at Mercedes-Benz,where using naive forecasts or
movingaverages yields excellent results.
Discussing exponential smoothing (Brown and Meyer,
1961) means to discuss a lot of different forecasting
techniques (Gardner, 1985), because there exist constant
exponential smoothing approaches without any trend or

seasonal parameters as well as there exist different
exponential smoothing techniques considering linear and
nonlinear trends as well as seasonal effects of the time
series. Consequently, the different kinds of exponential
smoothing could be depending on the structure of the
investigated time series the appropriate approachesfor our
forecasting system. Generally, the most important and
popular types of exponential smoothingapproaches are:
¯ Single exponential smoothing (Brown, 1963)
¯ Linear exponential smoothing: Brown’sone parameter
method (Brown, 1963)
¯ Linear exponential smoothing: Holt’s two parameter
approach(Holt et al., 1960)
¯ Winters’ three parameter method(Winters, 1960)
Symbolic Machine Learning and Neural Networks.
Recently, the attention concerning the task of time series
prediction is also focused on the application of neural
networks (Weigend and Gershenfeld, 1994; Graf and
Nakhaeizadeh, 1993). Although the development of neural
networks at early stage was stimulated by modeling of
learning process in humanbrain, the further development
of this technology shows a very strong similarity with
statistical approaches(Ripley, 1992).
There are some studies which compare neural networks
with somestatistical procedures like nonlinear regression
from a theoretical point of view (Arminger, 1994; Ripley,
1992). However,it should be mentionedthat the ability of
adaptive learning which characterizes the most of neural
networks is not implementedin statistical procedures like
regression analysis or ARIMA
modeling.
Generally, there are two alternatives to use neural
networksfor time series prediction:
¯ Onthe one hand, it is possible to use neural networksas
multivariate forecasting techniques very similar to
nonlinear regression. In this case the problem for our
application is the same as with multivariate statistical
prediction approaches:it is almost impossibleto identify
the impact factors for the huge numberof time series
concerningthe different options in different countries.
¯ Onthe other hand, it is possible to use neural networks
as univariate forecasting techniques very similar to
statistical
extrapolative univariate forecasting
approaches. Here the problem is to identify the most
appropriate model(Steurer, 1994).
Neural nets based learning algorithms are like the majority
of statistical
approaches polythctic procedures which
consider simultaneouslyattributes for decision. Becauseof
this reason, they needat least as muchtraining examplesas
the numberof initial attributes. It means, they are not
appropriate at all for automaticattribute selection for the
cases in which the numberof attributes, in comparisonto
the numberof training examples,is too high. This is often
the case in dealing with time series data.
The main problem in using neural networks for
prediction consists in finding the optimal network
architecture. To realize this task, one has to divide the
Ohl
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available time series data into training set, test set, and
validation set. Regardingthe problemof limited numberof
observations in time series data which is discussed above,
dividing the wholeseries into training set, test set, and
validation sets leads to a still smaller training data set, in
manycircumstances.
Besides neural networks, some of symbolic machine
learning algorithms based on lD3-concept (Breimanet al.,
1984) can be used to predict the developmentof time series
as well (Merkel and Nakhaeizadeh, 1992).
There are a lot of machine learning algorithms which
can handle the classification task. Almost all of these
algorithms are, however, not appropriate to handle the
prediction task directly. The reason is that in contrast to
classification, in prediction the class values are continuous
rather than discrete. Exceptions are the ID3-type
algorithms CART(Breiman et al., 1984) and Newld
(Boswell, 1990) which can handle continuous-valued
classes as well. Of course, by discretization of continuous
values and building intervals, it is possible to transfer every
prediction task to a classification one, but this procedureis
connected, normally, with a loss of information.
The algorithms like CARTand Newld can handle the
continuous valued classes directly,
and without
discretization. They generate a predictor in the form of a
regression tree that can be transformedto productionrules.
Furthermore, these learning algorithms apply a single
attribute at each level of the tree (monothetic)and this is
contrast to the most statistical
and neural learning
algorithms which consider simultaneously all attributes to
makea decision (polythetic).
The main advantage of symbolic machine learning
approacheslike regression trees is that it is possible very
easily to involve other available information in prediction
process, for example, by including the background
knowledgeof experts. Concerningrule generating from the
data, it should be mentionedthat this property of decision
and regression trees is one of the most important
advantages of these approaches. Other classification and
prediction methodslike statistical and neural procedures
have not these property that allows considering other
sources of information in a very flexible manner. In the
case of statistical or neural classification and prediction
algorithms, it is very difficult, and in somecircumstances
impossibleat all, to consider such additional information.
However,like other approaches, prediction algorithms
based on symbolic machine learning have also some
shortcomings. Generally, they can not predict the values
beyond the range of training data. Regarding the fact,
especially, a lot of time series have an increasing
(decreasing) trend component,it can be seen that by using
just the raw class values, one can never achieve a predicted
value which is outside the range of the class values used
for training. But this disadvantage can be avoided by
taking differences of the class values as it is the case with
the Box-Jenkins approach.
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To summarize, neural networks and symbolic machine
learning algorithms are from the theoretical point of view
very interesting, but they do not seemto be appropriate for
the prediction of the huge numberof time series in our
application. Therefore, the forecast will be done by
extrapolative univariate forecasting approaches. The only
methodof this class not taken into consideration any more
is the methodof time series decompositionbecause of the
needed user interaction.
Therefore, time series
decomposition seems definitely not to be an appropriate
forecasting methodfor performingautomatic forecasts as it
is neededin our application.

The Idea of Combination
After the decision to use different extrapolative univariate
time series techniques except for time series decomposition
for prediction of options at Mercedes-Benz,the next step
will be the detailed selection of an adequate extrapolative
univariate prediction model. This selection of the most
appropriate forecasting modelis a very hard task. In the
case of the application presented in this paper, where
totally different types of time series haveto be forecasted,
it is almost impossible to give an answer concerning the
question, what generally the most appropriate forecasting
modelis.
There have been many comparative studies in
forecasting. Unfortunately, they do not always agree on
which are the best forecasters or on the reasons whyone
method does well and another does badly. One of the
largest studies is that conducted by Makridakis and Hibon
(1979) who concluded that simple methods often
outperformed sophisticated
methods like ARIMA
modeling. The largest competition realized so far is that
conducted by Makridakis (Makridakis et al., 1984) who
concluded with very similar results. While the study of
Makridakis and Hibon (1979) concerned I I I time series,
the competition of Makridakis (Makridakis et al., 1984)
concerned1001 time series and represents a major research
undertaking.
Previous studies by Newboldand Granger {1974) and
Reid (1975) concluded that ARIMAmodeling will
usually superior if it is appropriate. Generally, ARIMA
modeling is regarded as giving extremely accurate
forecasts provided the user is expert enoughand sufficient
computational resources are available, although simple
methods are often more than adequate if the stochastic
structure of the time series is sufficiently simple
(Montgomery
and Johnson, 1976; Jarrett, 1991).
In the meantime, manyresearchers have applied the
relatively new techniques of neural networks and machine
learning in the context of prediction. There are several
recent studies comparing the performance of neural
networks, machine learning and classical statistical
algorithms using time series data: for example, Rehkugler
and Poddig (1990), Schumann and Lohrbach (1992)
well as Grafand Nakhaeizadch(1993).
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All these studies concentrateon finding whichmethodis
best, or try to explain whyone methodis better than
another. However,as Bates and Granger(1969) suggest,
",he pointis not to pickthe best method,
but rather to see if
it is possibleto combine
the availablemethods
so as to get
an improvedpredictor:
OURINTEREST
is in cases in which two (or more)
forecasts have been made of the same event.
Typically, the reaction of most statisticians and
businessmen whenthis occurs is to attempt to
discoverwhichis the better (or best) forecast; the
better forecast is then acceptedand used, the other
being discarded. Whilst this mayhave somemerit
whereanalysis is the principal objective of the
exercise,this is not a wiseprocedure
if the objectiveis
to makeas gooda forecast as possible, since the
discardedforecast nearly alwayscontains someuseful
independentinformation.
Thegeneral idea of combiningdifferent methodsis even
mucholder: "In combining the results of these two
methods,one can obtain a result whoseprobability lawof
error will be morerapidly decreasing"(Laplace, 1818,in
Clemen,1989).
Thebasic principle of combining
forecasts is explained
in detail in figure 4. Basedon a given databaseshownin
the upper middle of figure 4, forecasting methodA
discoversthe linear trend correctly, but doesnot detect the
seasonality of the given data. In contrast to methodA,
forecastingprocedureB discoversthe seasonalitybut does
not detect the linear trend. In conclusion, both methods
contain useful informationof the given time series, but
neither approachA nor methodB contains all relevant
information. Thus, selecting one single methodfor
prediction anddiscard the other one meansto loose useful
andimportantinformation.This is avoidedby choosingthe
real data

v

multistrategy approachof combiningboth methodsto get
one common
forecast.
This multistrategy approach of combiningdifferent
forecasting methods is adapted in the considered
application at Mercedes-Benz.
Instead of selecting one
single forecasting procedure, different forecasting
techniqueswill be used in the forecasting system.Eachof
these different forecasting techniques will produce
simultaneouslyits ownforecast for the next 12 (or more)
months, that will be combined subsequently in the
combination step to one commonforecast following
Wolpert’s general schemeof "Stacked Generalization"
(Wolpert,1992).
Followingthis approachof combined
forecasts, there are
three very importantquestionsto answer:
* Howmanysingle univariate forecasting methodswill be
combined?
¯ Whichsingle univariate forecasting methodswill be
combined?
¯ Whatis the appropriatealgorithmfor the combination
?
The first question to answer is, howmanydifferent
forecasting approachesshouldbe combined.Theoretically,
it can be shownthat the larger the numberof single
forecasting techniquesused as input for combination,the
better the producedresults are (Thiele, 1993).In practice,
on the one hand it can be shown, that accuracy will
increase if more single forecasts are used as input
(MakridakisandWinkler,1983), but on the other hand,
can be shownas well that the differenceof accuracyis not
remarkableat all, if there are six, or seven, or eight
different single predictiontechniquesusedas input factors
for the combination
step (H0ttner, 1994).Besides,by using
too manysingle forecasting methodsas input for the
combinationstep, there is the danger that the sameor
almost the sameinformationis taken different times as
input for the combination.That meansto give a too strong
weightto this informationand not enoughweightto the
other independent information. Therefore, it seems
reasonable not to use morethan six single forecasting
proceduresas input for the combination
step.
Classification of TimeSeries
Thesecondquestion is, whichforecasting methodsshould
be selected for combination
in whatsituation. As shownin
different studies and forecastingcompetitions(Makridakis
et al., 1984; Makridakisand Hibon, 1979; Schwarzeand
Weckerle,1982), dependingon the characteristics of the
time series the different forecasting approachesyield
different results. I.e., if there are autoregressive
characteristics, ARIMA
modelingwill performbest, while
for other typesof time series other approacheswill produce
the best forecastingresults.
Thereforethe idea is, to select the six mostappropriate
single time series approaches depending on the
characteristics of the different time series. Thegoal is to
select for everytime series the six mostappropriatemodels

.--onand--ofONE
method(basedon smallesterror)
OR
¯ combination
of different methods
=>optimalexploitation of
information

Fig. 4: Combination
of forecasts.
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Fig. 5: Summary
of ex post forecasting results.
and to combinethese different forecasts subsequently in
the combinationstep.
For the selection of most appropriate modelsa randomly
selected sampleof time series is analyzed and described in
detail by using different attributes such as stationarity,
trend, seasouality, unsystematic random fluctuation.
autocorrelation, absolute level of figures, etc. Thevalues of
these attributes are determinedusing objective tests such as
the Dickey-Fuller Test (Dickey and Fuller, 1979) for
testing the stationarity and the Durbin-Watson
test (Durbin
and Watson.1950, 195 I, 1971) for testing autocorrelation.
After this description of all time series in the sample,
more than 20 different single univariate prediction
procedures as presented before make an ex post forecast
for each of those time series. The different forecasting
results of these ex post forecasts are comparedin detail
concerning the prediction quality. This is for analyzing,
whichprediction procedure performsbest, secondbest, etc.
for what type of time series.
As an outcome a table is generated, where the
forecasting results are summarizedas it is shownin figure
5. in this table the different time series of the selected
sample and their characteristic attributes are shown. The
single univariate forecasting techniques performing for
each time series best, second best, third best etc. are
summarizedas well.
In best case, it wouldbe sufficient to utilize the table
shownin figure 5 to build an automatic decision system, to
decide for which type of time series which forecasting
techniques pertbrms best, secondbest, third best, etc. The
six best tbrecasting methodswouldbe selected and used as
input for the combinationstep.
But reality looks differently. For very similar time series
with almost the same characteristics the different single
prediction techniques perform differently. Therefore, the
results of table 5 are not suitable to generate an automatic
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decision system directly out of it, for what type of time
series whichforecasting techniques performbest.
Under the assumption that the decision, which
forecasting techniques perform best, second best, third
best, etc. is a classification task, an appropriate tool to
solve such kinds of classification problems is a machine
learning algorithm. A classification tool accepts a pattern
of data as input, and the output are decision rules or
decision trees, which can be used tbr classil~ing new and
unknownobjects (see for more detail Breiman et al.,
1984).
Therefore, a symbolic machine learning algorithm is
integrated as a generator for an automatic decision system.
The ID3-type (Quinlan, 1986, 1987) machine learning
algorithm Newld(Boswell, 1990), for example, takes
input a set of examplesand generates a decision tree for
classification.
The product of this machine learning
algorithm is a decision tree that can assign an unknown
object to one of a specified numberof disjoint classes. In
our application, such a new unknownobject would be a
newtime series described by its characteristic attributes.
and the disjoint classes are the different single forecasting
approaches, which are used as input in the combination
step.
UsingNewIdclassifications are learned from a set of the
attributes, whichcharacterize the different types of time
series. For every input of the combination step an extra
decision tree is generated. That meansthat there exist six
decision trees: the first decision tree for the first input of
the combinationstep. generated by using all the attributes
mentionedin figure 5 and as classification goal the row of
best forecasting approaches. The second decision tree is
generated by using the same attributes again, but the
classification goal is not the row of best but of secondbest
forecasting techniques. The third decision tree is generated
by using the rowof third best forecasting methods,etc.
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Fig. 6: Decision tree generated by Newld.
Figure 6 showsan exampleof a decision tree generated
by using Newld.Since such a decision tree is generated for
each input of the combination step, in sum six decision
trees are generated. These six generated decision trees
were pruned (Quinlan, 1987) and afterwards used as
automatic decision system, to decide what single
forecasting approaches should be used to forecast the
different types of time series.
Combining most Promising Approaches
As mentionedabove, the third question to answer is, how
the combination should be done. Generally, there are two
paradigms for combiningdifferent forecasting approaches
(Henery, 1995):
¯ Onthe one hand, it is possible to take the output of a
prediction technique and use it as input for another
forecast approach. This combinationof different models
meansthat only one algorithm is active at the sametime
(sequential multistrategy forecast).
¯ On the other hand, the combination of different
algorithms at the sametime is possible as well. In these
approach several algorithms are active at the same time
(parallel multistrategyforecast).
In a way, in our application we combine these two
alternatives: the first step is kind of parallel multistrategy
forecasting, because several forecasting algorithms are
active at the same time, when the single prediction
methodsgenerate their ownforecasts. The second step is
kind of sequential multistrategy forecasting, because the
output of some prediction methods is used as input for
another forecasting procedure.
So far, we consider two different paradigms for the
combinationalgorithm. The first wayis to use statistical
approaches (Thiele, 1993), the other way is to use neural
network approaches (Donaldson and Kamstra, 1996).

Fromthe scientific point of view, the most interesting
alternative for the combination would be to use neural
networks, i:e. using as learning algorithm the
backpropagation algorithm (Werbos, 1974; Rumelhart et
al., 1986; Rumeihart and McCleiland, 1986). The outputs
of the different single forecasting methodsselected above
are used in this approach as input values for the neural
network, where the combinationis performed.
But taking into consideration the huge numberof time
series to forecast, it seemsnot reasonable to use generally
neural networks as combination tool. But nevertheless in
somespecial situations it might be appropriate to use a
neural networkas forecasting tool in the combinationstep
as it is shownin figure 7.

forecasting forecasting
method A method B

forecasting
method C

forecasting
method D

forecasting
method E

forecasting
method F

Fig. 7: Neural networkas combinationtool.
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There is one big problemrealizing the combinationstep
by using neural networks. As already mentioned above,
neural networks normally need a lot of data for training
purposes. Because the time series in our application
contain in many cases only 30 or 40 values, neural
networksin these situations seemnot to be the appropriate
way for the combination step. But this problem can be
solved by using techniques such as the cross-validation
method (Lachenbruch and Mickcy, 1968: Stone.1974) and
the bootstrap method{ Efron, 1983).
The alternative way for running the combination is to
use statistical approaches(Thiele, 1993). Generally, there
are four classes of statistical combinationapproaches:
¯ Unweighted combination: the commonforecast is the
meanof the different single forecasts.
¯ Regression methods: the impact of each single forecast
for the combination is computedbased on a regression
analysis (Granger and Ramanathan,1984).
¯ Variance-covariance approaches: the impact of each
single forecast for the combinationis computedbased on
the error matrix (variance-covariance matrix) of the
different methods used in the single prediction step
(Bates and Granger, 1969, Clemen, 1989).
¯ probability-based combinationapproaches: the impact of
each single forecast for the combination is computed
based on probabilities, howwell every single forecasting
methodperforms (see for more detail Clemen,1989).
Similar to the single forecasting approaches the best
alternative of doing the combination depends on the
characteristics of the time series. Therefore the same way
is chosenas it is done for the selection of the best single
forecasting methods. Again the machinelearning algorithm
Newldis used for generating a decision tree. This decision
tree is used for an automatic selection, in whichsituation
which way for combination seems most appropriate.
In manycases, already the simple meanof the different
single forecasting procedures yields muchbetter results
than the best single forecast technique does. This confirm
Kang (1986) CAsimple average is shown to be the best
technique to use in practice.") and Clemen(1989) ("In
many studies, the simple average of the individual
forecasts has performed best or almost best".). But there
are other situations as well. where it is appropriate to
combinethe forecasts of the single forecasting approaches
by using more sophisticated techniques.
Theoretically,
the regression and the variancecovariance approachyield identical results (Thiele, 1993),
but caused by estimation errors in estimating the different
parameters, in practice the regression method and the
variance-covariance methodproducedifferent forecasts.
Sometimes, best forecasting results are produced by
using probability-based
approaches for running the
combination step. The most interesting task using this
alternative is the estimation of a priory probabilities, which
are needed for running the combination of the different
single forecasts {Clemen,1989).
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Evaluation
For evaluation purposes, there are two different parts of
evaluation: The first part of evaluation is done by taking
the DGOR
(Deutsche Gesellschatt f’tir Operations Research
-- GermanSociety of Operations Research) forecasting
competition of 1982 (Schwarze and Weckerle, 1982) as
general benchmark. The second and concerning the real
application muchmore interesting part is to test the new
multistrategy approach in comparison to the actual
forecasting procedure, which is basically a weighted
moving average method.
DGORForecasting
Competition
The first part of evaluation is done by taking the DGOR
forecasting competition of 1982 (Schwarze and Wcckerle,
1982) as a general benchmark.
This competition was organized in 1982 by the
forecasting group of the GermanSociety of Operations
Researchand the task is to forecast 15 different time series
of monthlydata. All time series are real data concerning
selling figures, turnover figures, etc. The longest time
series contains 204 values, the shortest one contains 48
values.
Generally, there are two parts of the competition, where
each time the task is to forecast the above mentioned15
timeseries:
¯ In the first part of the competitionthe task is to forecast
once 12 periods forecasting horizon.
¯ In the second part of the competition the task is to
forecast 12 times l period forecasting horizon.
As an evaluation criteria for performanceof the different
forecasts Theil’s U(Theil, 197i ) is used.
For forecasting once 12 periods forecasting horizon.
Theil’s U is calculated as shownin (1) and for forecasting
12 times l period forecasting horizon. U is calculated as
shownin (2):
Ils÷~"

,~,,,+l

|11,T

(I)

U, =

t .tn÷l

=
(2)

I E(x,-x,,,)
I-Io ¯ I

¯ x, : real value of montht.
¯ ~, : forecasted value for montht.
¯ t o : actual month,wherethe forecast is done.
¯ T: total forecasting horizon
(in our application: 12 months).
As shownin (I) and (2) U is calculated as square root
the quotient of the squared forecasting error divided by the
squaredforecasting error of the naive forecast.
Therefore, the most important advantage of using
Theil’s U is the fact that U automatically gives an answer
concerningthe question, whether it is worth at all using a
moreor less complexforecasting approachor whetherit is
sufficient to performa prediction using the naive forecast:
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¯ U= 0 : perfect forecast, it is worthwhile
to forecast.
¯ 0 < U< I : forecastbetter than naiveforecast,
it is worthwhile
to do the forecast.
¯ U= ! : forecasting error equal to naive forecast,
it is not worthwhile
to do the forecast.
¯ U> 1 :
forecast worsethannaiveforecast,
it is not worthwhile
to do the forecast.
UsingTheiFsUas an evaluationcriteria for performance
of our forecasting system and taking the mentionedDGOR
forecasting competition as a general benchmark,the
approachpresentedyields very goodresults:
¯ In the first part of the competition(1 time 12 periods
forecasting horizon) our methodperforms U~=0.69,
which is the second best result (best approach:
uib~sr=0.67).
¯ In the secondpart of the competition(12 times I period
forecasting horizon) our methodperforms U2=0.58,
whichis also the second best result (best approach:
U~b~s~=0.55).
Notethat approaches
reachingbetter predictionresults (i.e.
lower U value) need manual fine tuning and produced
better results after being tunedbasedon each single time
series, whereasour combinedapproachpresented in this
paper workswithout any manualinteraction and standard
parametervalues, but completelyautomatically.
Mereedes-Benz Data
Thesecondand concerningthe real application muchmore
interesting part of evaluation is to test the new
multistrategy approach in comparison to the actual
forecasting procedure, which is basically a weighted
movingaverage method.
Basedon 200 randomlyselected time series that are
different to those time series used for performingthe
classification task in the previoussectionthe newapproach
is evaluated by makingex post forecasts of the last 12
months.For this purposesimilar to the evaluation using
DGOR
data, there are again two steps of evaluation, where
each time the task is to forecast the abovementioned200
time series of Mercedes-Benz
data.
¯ In the first step the task is to forecast once12 periods
forecastinghorizon.
¯ In the secondstep the task is to forecast 12 times 1
¯ periodforecastinghorizon.
In earlier tests (Friedrich et al., 1995)it wasalready
shown, that the actual weighted moving average
forecasting methodproducesbetter results than the naive
forecastdoes(U < 1 ). Therefore,it seemsnot reasonable
all to comparethe newcombinedforecasting approach
with the naive forecast as it is done by using Theil’s U
suchas in the previoussubsection.
Instead of using Theirs genuine U as an evaluation
criteria a modifiedversionof Theil’sUas shownin (3) and
(4) is usedas evaluationcriteria. In comparison
to Theil’s
genuineU the modifiedff is calculated as squareroot of
the quotientof the squaredforecastingerror not dividedby

the squared forecasting error of the naive forecast but
divided by the squared forecasting error of the actual
weighted moving average forecasting method. For
forecasting once 12 periods forecasting horizon, the
modified U" is calculated as shownin (3) and for
forecasting 12 times l period forecasting horizon, the
modifiedff is calculatedas shownin (4):
10+7"

cf =,o,o-,
I0+T

t,,-T

(3)

u; = ’="÷’

(4)

I=1’¢1"|

¯ x~: real valueof month
t.
¯ ~, : forecastedvaluefor montht usingthe new
combinedforecasting approach.
" ~r : forecastedvaluefor montht usingthe actual
weightedmovingaverageforecasting approach.
¯ to : actual month,wherethe forecast is done.
¯ T: total forecasting horizon
(in our application:12 months).
Similar to Theirs genuine Uusing Theil’s modifiedU"
automatically gives an answerconcerningthe question,
whether it is worth at all using the newapproach or
whetherit is sufficient to performa prediction using the
actual weightedmovingaverageforecasting approach:
¯ U" = 0:
perfect forecast, it is worthwhile
to use the
newapproach.
¯ 0 < U"< 1 :combined forecast better than actual
forecast, it is worthwhileto use the new
method.
¯ U"= 1 : forecasting error of combinedforecast equal
to that of actual method,it is not worthwhile
to use the newapproach.
¯ U"> 1 :
combined forecast worse than actual
method,it is not worthwhileto use the new
approach.
Using the modified rf as an evaluation criteria for
performanceof our forecasting system and taking the
actual forecasting methodas a benchmark,the combined
approachpresentedyields very goodresults:
¯ In the first step (1 time12 periodsforecastinghorizon)
our newapproachperforms~",=0.67.
¯ In the second step (12 times I ,period forecasting
horizon) our newmethodperformsU 2=0.68.
Obviously,the combinedforecasting approachyields much
better results than the actual methoddoes. Butdue to the
fact that neither TheirsgenuineUnor the modifiedU" are
linear measures,it is verydifficult to say exactly(i.e. in
percent) howmuchbetter the newcombinedforecasting
approachis in comparison
to the actual method.
In summary,in comparisonto the actual forecasting
technique, our newcombinedapproachyields muchbetter
results. Dueto the fact that the resultsare confidential,they
cannotbe reportedin moredetail.
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Conclusion
Summary
In conclusion, the task was to forecast cumulative time
series of single options in the car industry, that do - at first
glance - not contain any systematic pattern like trend or
seasonality at all. By utilizing descriptive statistics, we
discovered that the installation rate of single options for
different models in different countries is more or less
systematic and structured. Therefore, the forecast is done
on installation rates, that are multiplied by the planned
numberof cars produced per monthof each model for each
country. Due to the huge numberof time series to predict,
automatic forecasting approaches without any manual user
interaction are needed.
Becauseit is very difficult to identify external impact
factors, no causal approacheslike regression analysis were
taken into consideration. Machinelearning approaches and
neural nets for running the prediction seem not to be
appropriate as well. Therefore, univariate extrapolative
prediction methodswere chosen for running the forecast.
But instead of selecting one single forecasting technique
such as ARIMAmodeling more than 20 different
univariate forecasting approachesare tested for a randomly
selected sample of time series. Depending on the
characteristics of the time series, an automatic decision
model was generated by using the machine learning
algorithm NewId.
Usingthis decision model, for every time series the six
most appropriate forecasting approaches are selected, and
subsequentlythese six single forecasts are combinedto get
one commonforecast. Generally, for performing this

combination neural networks seem reasonable as well as
statistical approaches. Whichalternative is used for the
combinationstep is again decided by a decision tree, that
was generated again by using the Newldalgoritlun.
Selecting the most appropriate forecasting approaches
depending on the characteristics of the time series and
selecting again the most appropriate combination method
for the combination seems to guarantee an automatic
adaptation of the forecasting systemto the time series.
In summary, in this paper a two step multistrategy
forecasting approachis presented, that integrates machine
learning techniques like decision trees for generating the
automatic decision systems as well as several well known
statistical
univariate time series approaches such as
ARIMA
modeling, adaptive filtering,
and exponential
smoothing. Besides, multivariate statistical approaches
such as linear regression are used in this approach as well
as neural networks for performing the combination step.
Anoverviewof the total systemis given in figure 8.
Future Work
Currently, improvementof single forecasting methodsby
automatic adaptation of parameters and improvement of
the decision trees by increasing the sampleof time series is
under co~ideration.
Besides, testing alternative
combination approaches such as using other types of
neural networks and other types of machine learning
algorithms like Quinlan’s M5(Quinlan, 1992) for running
the combinationstep are under consideration as well.
In addition, recently a completelynewsingle forecasting
approach called SAIPROwas developed (Friedrich and
Kirchner, 1995; Friedrich et al., 1996), that will be
integrated in the combinedforecasting systemnext.
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Fig. 8: Overviewof the muitistrategy forecasting system.
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